PGTR/2867/2018

To,
The Head of All Department,
Saurashtra University,
Rajkot.

Sub:- Invitation to the Universities & Institutions engaged in Research & Development in S&T in India for setting up Innovation Facilitation Centre in their Premises

Ref :- National Research Development Corporation

No:NRDCHQ/NRDC-IFC 2018/INVITATION

Dt:- 2nd August,2018

Encl:- National Research Development Corporation No:NRDCHQ/NRDC-IFC 2018/INVITATION Dt:- 2nd August,2018

Dt:- 2nd August,2018 letter and Proforma for Submission of Proposal
National Research Development Corporation (An Enterprise of DSIR, Ministry of Science & Technology, Govt. of India)

No. NRDCHQ/NRDC - IFC 2018/INVITATION

Vice Chancellor
Saurashtra University
University Road
Rajkot - 360005
Gujarat

Sub: Invitation to the Universities & Institutions engaged in Research & Development in S&T in India for setting up Innovation Facilitation Centre in their Premises

August 2, 2018

Dear Sir/Madam,

National Research Development Corporation (NRDC) under, DPIIT, a DSIR grants-in-aid Programme is providing support to the Universities, National Institutes of Technology (NIT’s), IIT’s, Autonomous Institutions & Academic Institutions engaged in Research and Development in various scientific disciplines in India.

The programme is intended for promoting innovation activities among the faculty, students and researchers and would facilitate the Universities & Institutions for the effective management of Intellectual Property and subsequently the transfer of the IP to the industry and entrepreneurs.

In this regard, NRDC for the year 2018 invites Universities & Institutions to submit a well-structured project proposal as per the format available at the NRDC website, http://www.nrdecindia.com. The last date for submission of the proposal at NRDC is 31st August, 2018 upto 5:30 pm.

Please feel free to contact the undersigned for any information related to this programme.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully

Dr. Ashish Kumar Srivastava
Manager
Mobile: +91-9818995833

[Handwritten notes: Circulate to HOD's]
NRDC- Innovation Facilitation Centre
Programme- 2018

Proposals are invited under NRDC – IFC
Programme from Universities, NIT’s, IIT’s,
Autonomous Institutions & Academic
Institutions of India, involved in Research and
Development in various Scientific disciplines
and willing to collaborate with NRDC for
setting up NRDC- Innovation Facilitation
Centre (NRDC – IFC) in their premises

Kindly visit NRDC Website,
www.nrdcindia.com
for further details

Last Date
31st August, 2018

National Research Development Corporation
20-22, Zamrudpur Community Centre, Kailash Colony Extn., New Delhi – 110048
EPABX No. +91-11-29240401 -07 Extn. 321 : Phone : +91-11-29240699 E-mail :asrivastava@nrdc.in
PROFORMA FOR SUBMISSION OF PROPOSAL

(To be submitted by the Institution willing to collaborate with NRDC for setting up NRDC - Innovation Facilitation Centre)

1. Name and Address of the University/Institution

2. Year of Establishment

3. Name of the Head of the Institution

4. Name, Complete Correspondence Address & Contact Details (Phone, Mobile, Email) of the Representative Official

5. Status: Whether Government/Private/Aided/Self financing/Deemed University (If private name Trust, enclose Memorandum of Association, and last three years Accounts)

6. Programmes (UG/PG/Ph.D) – Attach List

7. Has it been accredited, if so, indicate the rating and the validity

8. Infrastructure available – give details

9. (i) Space (ii) Faculty strength (indicate department wise Ph.D Holders only) (iii) Labs (iv) Library (v) Basic office facilities

10. Details of Intellectual Property Generated (during last five years) – Attach List

11. Details of Technologies Transferred (during last five years) – Attach List

12. Indicate the Number of Technologies which the Institution may assign to NRDC for Commercialisation (Quarterly Basis) - Provide numbers and Discipline/Department (Attach List, if available)

13. Indicate the Number of applications which the Institution may provide to NRDC for Patenting (Quarterly Basis) - Provide numbers and Discipline/Department (Attach List, if available)

14. Indicate your R&D strength in applied science & engineering

15. Achievements in product/process development area, if so, please mention

16. Indicate the annual budget of the institution

17. Experience in conducting IP awareness programme, if any

18. Has any area earmarked for setting up of IFC, if so, give details, area etc.

19. Linkages with other institutions of the region as well as the industries (Attach List).

20. Any other strength